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A B S T R A C T

Nuclear reactions induced during high-energy radiotherapy produce secondary neutrons that, due to their
carcinogenic potential, constitute an important risk for the development of iatrogenic cancer. Experimental and
epidemiological findings indicate a marked energy dependence of neutron relative biological effectiveness (RBE)
for carcinogenesis, but little is reported on its physical basis. While the exact mechanism of radiation carcino-
genesis is yet to be fully elucidated, numerical microdosimetry can be used to predict the biological con-
sequences of a given irradiation based on its microscopic pattern of energy depositions. Building on recent
studies, this work investigated the physics underlying neutron RBE by using the microdosimetric quantity dose-
mean lineal energy y( )D as a proxy. A simulation pipeline was constructed to explicitly calculate the yD of
radiation fields that consisted of (i) the open source Monte Carlo toolkit Geant4, (ii) its radiobiological extension
Geant4-DNA, and (iii) a weighted track-sampling algorithm. This approach was used to study mono-energetic
neutrons with initial kinetic energies between 1 eV and 10 MeV at multiple depths in a tissue-equivalent
phantom. Spherical sampling volumes with diameters between 2 nm and 1 μm were considered. To obtain a
measure of RBE, the neutron yD values were divided by those of 250 keV X-rays that were calculated in the same
way. Qualitative agreement was found with published radiation protection factors and simulation data, allowing
for the dependencies of neutron RBE on depth and energy to be discussed in the context of the neutron inter-
action cross sections and secondary particle distributions in human tissue.

1. Introduction

1.1. Neutrons in radiotherapy

Radiation carcinogenesis is a major concern in radiological protec-
tion. In radiobiological terms, it is said to be a stochastic effect,
meaning that the severity of the incurred cancer is independent of dose;
only the likelihood of occurrence is dose-dependent. Furthermore, the
so-called linear-no-threshold (LNT) principle states that even a small
amount of ionizing radiation may induce sufficient mutations and ge-
netic instability to initiate the process of carcinogenesis [1]. Thus, it is
important to limit exposure to ionizing radiation to only those cases
where it is justified, in that the anticipated benefits outweigh the bio-
logical risk. In external beam radiotherapy treatments, for example, the
curative potential of ionizing radiation provides a significant medical
benefit for cancer patients. However, the radiation cannot be contained
to just the tumour volume and will necessarily deposit dose within
normal tissues. This dose arises from in-field radiation as the planned
treatment beam propagates through the patient as well as from out-of-

field radiation due to leakage and scattering. A proper assessment of the
long-term risk of stochastic effects is thus an important factor when
considering the overall benefit of a proposed radiotherapy treatment
[2]. During high-energy radiotherapy with photons (HERTX, ≳ 8 MeV),
the out-of-field component contains neutrons as a result of photo- and
electro-nuclear reactions within the treatment equipment, the patient,
and throughout the room [3,4]. Consequently, the patient is subjected
to a whole-body, non-curative dose of neutrons that poses a risk for
iatrogenic carcinogenesis [5].

In order to assess the carcinogenic risk posed by out-of-field neu-
trons, their relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for stochastic effects
must be taken into account. However, the complexity of the progression
from radiation insult to cancerous lesion makes radiation carcinogen-
esis difficult to predict quantitatively. Indeed, much of our under-
standing of carcinogenic risk comes not from a fundamental descrip-
tion, but from epidemiological investigations and extrapolations from
experiments with animals. Many of these studies are encapsulated in
the radiation weighting factors published by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) [1] and the Q factors
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published by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (US
NRC) [6]. These factors are necessarily non-specific in that they were
informed by results obtained with a wide variety of doses, dose rates,
geometries, and other factors known to affect RBE. Although not in
quantitative agreement, both sets of factors predict a marked energy
dependence of neutron RBE. However, relatively little has been re-
ported on the physical basis for this dependence or how it may vary
with geometry and depth. At the root of this problem is that radio-
biological experiments typically do not provide sufficient information
to examine the impact of the various interactions between neutrons and
tissue. Instead, a more fundamental approach must be taken.

1.2. Microdosimetry as a radiobiological tool

Recent advancements in computational power allow for funda-
mental studies of the relationship between radiation interactions and
induced DNA damage [7]. Starting from a detailed description of ra-
diation transport through biological tissue, techniques such as micro-
dosimetry, clustering algorithms [8], and, more recently, multi-scale
DNA damage simulations [9–13] have been developed in order to
correlate physical interaction data with observed biological effects. In
this work, a microdosimetric approach was taken. The application of
microdosimetry to radiobiology, radiation protection, and radiation
therapy is well established. For example, microdosimetric observables
have been successfully used to predict the clinical effectiveness of
neutron beams [14–16], proton beams [17], and carbon ion beams
[18]. Additionally, they have been linked to biological endpoints such
as chromosome damage in human cells [19] and cell survival in early
responding tissues [20,21], and have been used to show agreement
between Japanese A-bomb data and the carcinogenic risk of occupa-
tionally exposed miners [22]. Indeed, microdosimetry has even been
recommended for investigating situations in which the biological ef-
fectiveness is not well characterized [23].

Much of the motivation for the use of microdosimetry as a radio-
biological tool rests on the theory of dual radiation action (TDRA)
[24,25], which provides a mathematical link between microdosimetric
distributions and dose–effect relations such as RBE for cell survival.
More specifically, the TDRA characterises the correlation between track
structure and biological effect by considering the interplay of sub-le-
sions which, on their own, do not cause lasting damage. Variations in
microdosimetric parameters can then be seen as adjustments in the
range over which individual sub-lesions are able to interact and to-
gether cause the biological effect. Furthermore, the sub-lesion interac-
tions can be subdivided into those that occur between sub-lesions re-
sulting from the same track (intra-track, single event) and those arising
from different tracks (inter-track, multi-event). In the case of low dose
and low dose-rate environments, the assumption can be made that
sensitive sites (e.g. cell nuclei) will only be crossed by single particle
tracks and thus inter-track effects can be ignored. Under such condi-
tions, the TDRA predicts that single-event microdosimetric distributions
can be used to approximate RBE. Wuu et al. [26] utilised this formalism
in their prediction of the RBE of low dose-rate brachytherapy sources,
stating that:

=
y

y
RBE D

D
isotope

,isotope

,ref (1)

where yD is the single-event microdosimetric quantity dose-mean lineal
energy, ‘isotope’ refers to the radioactive source under study, and ‘ref’
refers to the chosen reference radiation.

1.3. Predicting neutron RBE

For neutrons, the ‘low dose’ assumption actually holds to very high
neutron doses [24] and is even used in clinical situations wherein the
RBE for late toxicities is assessed by lineal energy for fast neutron

therapy beams [27]. The assumption can thus be made that the neutron
environment experienced by patients undergoing HERTX meets the
‘low dose environment’ criteria and the biological consequences of such
neutron exposures therefore arise from the single event action of ra-
diation. Consequently, the energy dependence of the carcinogenic risk
posed by out-of-field neutrons can be investigated by comparing the yD
of mono-energetic neutrons to that of a reference radiation.

This approach was recently taken by Baiocco et al. [28] as part of
the ANDANTE project’s [29] effort to discern an ab initio model of
neutron RBE. Utilising the microdosimetric function of the PHITS [30]
Monte Carlo (MC) toolkit, they calculated microdosimetric parameters
for a large range of neutron energies as the neutrons interacted within a
standardised human tissue phantom (see Section 2.4) [28]. By com-
paring their results with published neutron weighting factors, Baiocco
et al. [28] were able to identify and examine the interplay of some key
neutron interactions responsible for the large variation in neutron RBE
with energy. We aim to build on their microdosimetric work by fo-
cusing and expanding the analysis within an energy range relevant to
HERTX (1 eV-10 MeV). To do so, we have constructed a Geant4
[31–33]-based simulation pipeline consisting of both condensed-history
MC and track-structure MC (MCTS) phases. The extensible nature of
Geant4 allowed us to implement a recently published microdosimetric
analysis algorithm [34] while also providing access to much of the most
recent progress in MCTS cross sections and physics models.

2. Materials and methods

This section provides a brief overview of the microdosimetric theory
(Section 2.1) and and numerical techniques (Section 2.2) relevant to
this work before describing the details of the developed simulation
pipeline.

2.1. Microdosimetric quantities

Microdosimetric quantities are determined by considering the in-
tersection of particle track structures with sampling volumes re-
presentative of biological targets. For a given intersection, or event, the
lineal energy y is calculated by dividing the single-event imparted en-
ergy ∊s by the mean chord length ℓ of the sampling volume [35]:

=
∊y
ℓ

s
(2)

The expectation value of lineal energy is calculated as:

∫=
∞

y yf y dy( )F 0 (3)

where f y( ) is the relative frequency distribution, i.e. the probability
density function describing the probability that a measurement will
yield a lineal energy value between y and +y dy. The dose-mean lineal
energy is the first moment of =d y yf y y( ) ( )/ F :

∫=
∞

y yd y dy( )D 0 (4)

d y( ) is typically referred to as the dose distribution because it re-
presents the probability that ∊s is deposited (as dose) by lineal energy
values between y and +y dy [36]. From the definition of d y( ), Eq. 4 can
be rewritten as:

∫=
∞

y
y

y f y dy1 ( )D
F 0

2

(5)

Thus, yD can be calculated through knowledge of the relative fre-
quency distribution by taking the ratio of its second moment to its first
[37].

Although yD is defined for both uncharged and charged particles, it
only accounts for energy transfers from charged particle interactions. In
order to calculate the yD of an uncharged particle field, the effects of its
various secondaries must be determined and combined [38]. To do so,
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one must weight the yD of each secondary species by its relative dose
contribution (fraction of total dose). Furthermore, the yD of a given
particle varies with energy, so one must ensure that the energy de-
pendence of the species’ own dose distribution is taken into account
when calculating the overall yD of the species’ polyenergetic spectrum.
In this work, the latter was accomplished by way of the local approx-
imation (wherein absorbed dose is assumed equal to electronic kerma).
Under conditions where the local approximation holds, the initial
spectrum of a secondary species is representative of the energy-de-
pendence of its dose distribution. Therefore, calculating the yD of a
population of tracks generated by randomly sampling their initial ki-
netic energies from the initial spectrum provides the yD of this spectrum
directly. This allows for the yD of the uncharged field to be obtained
from its collection of secondary species i by:

∑=y d yD
i

i D i,
(6)

where di is the relative dose contribution of the species. Thus, neutron
yD can be obtained without requiring an explicit calculation of the
energy distributions of each di or yD i, , as these are accounted for im-
plicitly.

2.2. Weighted track sampling

In numerical microdosimetry, the complete population of generated
charged particle tracks is available for study with any number of
sampling volumes. An efficient method of obtaining statistically-re-
levant microdosimetric observables is to repeatedly sample each track
and to bias this sampling by only placing volumes within the associated
volumes of the tracks [39]. This is in contrast to randomly overlaying
sampling volumes across the entire volume under study according to a
uniform spatial distribution.

The associated volume of a track is defined as the region around it in
which the sampling efficiency is 1 [40]. That is to say, any sampling
volume centred within the associated volume is guaranteed to contain
at least one relevant transfer point (interaction site at which energy was
transferred), while any volume centred outside of the associated vo-
lume will not contain any [41]. In the case of spherical sampling, the
associated volume is constructed by centring a sphere of the chosen
sampling radius (the associated sphere or region) at each transfer point
and taking their union [26].

Weighted sampling techniques can be used to ensure points fall
within the associated volume without introducing statistical biases
[37]. To sample the tracks, one first selects a transfer point at random
and then selects a position within the associated region at which to
centre a sampling volume [41]. For spherical sampling volumes, one
defines a radial offset d less than the sampling radius r and applies it
along a random direction to choose the centre position. One may then
calculate ∊s by summing over all energy deposits that occurred within a
distance r of the chosen position and subsequently determine the y for
the event. This process is depicted in Fig. 1. However, this technique is
biased towards areas that are densely populated with transfer points. To
correct for this bias, the calculated ∊s for a given sampling volume must
be weighted by the inverse of the number of transfer points that fell
within that volume [40].

An advantage of considering single event quantities such as y is that
tracks can be processed individually. Thus, both track generation and
analysis were multi-threaded in this work, which significantly reduced
the amount of data to be stored or accessed at a given time. However,
treating tracks independently exacerbates a subtle issue with weighted
sampling. Unless the entire population of tracks is considered when
choosing a transfer point about which to place a sampling volume, the
relative size of the tracks cannot be taken into account. When sampling
uniformly across all tracks simultaneously, larger tracks are more likely
to be intersected by sampling volumes than smaller tracks. Famulari
et al. [34] thus introduced an associated volume weight; an approach

that requires a method for calculating the associated volume of arbi-
trarily sized and shaped tracks. An approximate calculation based on a
discretisation of the sampling spheres into sub-voxels has been im-
plemented and its details are given in Section 2.5.

2.3. Pipeline overview

Due to the complexities of neutron moderation, it was necessary to
employ a simulation geometry of representative size and composition.
While MCTS simulations are necessary for accurate microdosimetry on
the scale of sub-cellular structures [42] and thus for the study of DNA
damage, available MCTS codes are computationally expensive and
confined almost entirely to studies in water. To circumvent these lim-
itations, condensed-history simulations were performed upstream to
both narrow the scope of the MCTS simulations and to allow for the use
of tissue-equivalent material (Section 2.4). From the condensed-history
simulations, the initial spectra (kinetic energies at the point of libera-
tion) of the secondary species and their relative dose contributions were
obtained. These spectra were then used as the input energies for the
generation of particle tracks via MCTS. To obtain the microdosimetric
observables, a weighted track sampling algorithm described by Famu-
lari et al. [34] was implemented directly into the MCTS simulation and
used to calculate yD (Section 2.5). An overview of this simulation pi-
peline is given in Fig. 2. To perform the simulations, the open source
MC toolkit Geant4 and its radiobiological extension Geant4-DNA
[43–46] were chosen largely due to their customizable nature. All si-
mulations were performed with Geant4 v10.04.p02.

2.4. Condensed history simulations

Mono-energetic neutron sources with initial kinetic energies be-
tween 1 eV and 10 MeV were distributed uniformly across the surface of
a 40 cm radius sphere (world) of low density gas used to approximate
vacuum. At the centre of the world was an implementation of the four-
component soft tissue-equivalent sphere recommended by the
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements
(ICRU) for use in radiation safety and dosimetry applications [47]
(Fig. 2, left). Intended to approximate a human adult torso, this ICRU-4
sphere is 30 cm in diameter and comprised of hydrogen, carbon, ni-
trogen, and oxygen. Consistent with the work of Baiocco et al. [28],
three spherical scoring volumes of radius 1.5 cm made of the same
ICRU-4 material were centred along a single axis at radial distances of
0 cm, 7.5 cm, and 13.5 cm from the phantom’s centre. Throughout the
rest of this paper, these volumes will be referred to as the inner, in-
termediate, and outer scoring volumes, respectively. The emissions of
the neutron sources were biased by a cosine-law angular distribution to
correct against the inverse square law and impinged upon the ICRU-4
sphere.

The Lawrence Livermore evaluated data libraries for photons [48],
electrons [49], and atomic relaxation [50] were used to handle elec-
tromagnetic processes. Default models were included to handle less
dosimetrically significant reactions such as free neutron decay
(G4DecayPhysics) and the decay of radioactive isotopes
(G4RadioactiveDecayPhysics). The Geant4 ParticleHP models
were used to describe hadronic elastic scattering and inelastic processes
(scattering, neutron capture, fission). These models rely on tabulated
data from the US Evaluated Nuclear Data Files (ENDF/B) [51] for both
cross sections and final state determination [33]. Below 4 eV, an ad-
ditional elastic scattering dataset (G4Parti-
cleHPThermalScattering) was incorporated to improve the trans-
port of thermal neutrons.

As neutrons interact with a medium, they produce fields of sec-
ondary gammas, protons, and heavier charged particles with complex
energy spectra. Due to the short ranges and low radiative yields of the
secondary charged particles, neutron dose is approximately equivalent
to electronic kerma when charged particle equilibrium (CPE) exists
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[52]. This allows for the use of the so-called local approximation, which
is believed to hold for neutron fields in the ICRU sphere up to about
20 MeV [53] because of the negligible attenuation of the neutrons over
the maximum range of their charged secondaries (see Andreo et al.
[54]). In MC, the local approximation is accomplished by killing

particles at their point of generation and considering their kinetic en-
ergies to be deposited on the spot. Therefore, the relative dose con-
tributions could be calculated from the kinetic energies of the charged
particles at their points of liberation. This allowed for the simultaneous
acquisition of spectra and relative dose data, while also greatly

Fig. 1. The weighted sampling method consists of the following steps: (1) track generation (transfer points of primary ions in purple and of delta electrons in orange),
(2) the random choice of a transfer point (highlighted in red), (3) the placement of a sampling volume at a distance d< r from the point, and (4) the summation of all
energy deposits within this volume. Weights are then applied to correct for statistical biases (track size and transfer point density) and the process is repeated.

Fig. 2. A simplified schematic of the neutron microdosimetry simulation pipeline developed in this work. The initial spectra and relative dose contributions of the
secondary species produced by mono-energetic neutrons were collected within three scoring volumes centred at different depths within a human tissue-equivalent
phantom using condensed-history MC (Geant4). The spectra were then used to determine the initial energy distribution of particle tracks that would be generated
using MCTS (Geant4-DNA). Tracks were analysed individually via the weighted track-sampling algorithm and the yD value of each relevant spectra was obtained for
multiple sampling sphere diameters. Combining the individual yD values with their appropriate relative dose contributions yielded the overall neutron yD for each
volume as a function of energy and sampling sphere diameter. Comparing neutron yD to that of a reference radiation yielded a prediction of neutron RBE in
accordance with the theory of dual radiation action.
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reducing the simulation time. When a charged particle was liberated
within a scoring volume, its kinetic energy was added to an associated
histogram as well as to a running sum of the species’ dose contribution.
The histograms contained 500 logarithmically-spaced bins between
1 eV and 10 MeV. Special consideration was given to high-energy
(≳1 MeV) electrons because Geant4-DNA does not presently allow for
the transport of electrons with kinetic energies greater than 1 MeV.
Thus, these electrons could not be killed immediately after generation
and were instead tracked down to 1 MeV with Geant4, at which point
they were considered to deposit their energies locally. All higher-order
electrons produced during this slowing down process were passed to the
MCTS phase as independent tracks. Thus, high-energy electrons were
treated as a collection of uncorrelated lower-energy electrons when
their spectra and dose contributions were recorded.

This process was repeated for a reference radiation of mono-en-
ergetic 250 keV X-rays.

2.5. Track structure simulations

Source particles for the MCTS simulations were obtained by sam-
pling from the secondary particle distributions generated during the
condensed-history phase. For every (i) particle type, (ii) scoring vo-
lume, and (iii) initial neutron particle energy, the corresponding dis-
tribution was repeatedly sampled to generate a set of source particles
for a simulation of 10,000 independent tracks. Within each simulation,
the sampled particles were emitted isotropically from the centre of a
40 km radius (i.e. semi-infinite) sphere composed of liquid water.

A custom physics constructor was written for the handling of
charged particle interactions in the MCTS code. Between 10 keV and
1 MeV, the default G4EMDNAPhysics models were employed for
electron interactions, while below 10 keV models from
G4EmDNAPhysics_option4 were used. With this combination, ex-
citation and ionization events for all electron energies were handled by
an implementation of the Emfietzoglou model of the dielectric function
of liquid water [55] featuring low-energy corrections of varying detail
[56]. Elastic scattering was handled by the Champion partial wave in-
terpolated model [57] above 10 keV and by a screened Rutherford
analytical model supplemented by an experimentally-derived screening
parameter from Uehara et al. [58] below 10 keV [43]. Models for vi-
brational excitation (2 eV – 100 eV) and electron attachment (4 eV –
13 eV) were also included that were based on data from Michaud et al.
[59] and Melton [60], respectively. Electrons were tracked down to
10 eV at which point they were killed and their energies deposited
locally. The Geant4-DNA models for the transport of ions heavier than
electrons are common to all provided physics lists; no alterations were
made in this work. These cover nuclear scattering, excitation, ionisa-
tion, and charge-exchange processes, allowing for the tracking of pro-
tons and alpha particles (among other ions) down to 100 eV. Atomic
relaxation was handled by the same Livermore models as described in
Section 2.4. All gammas were killed because it was assumed that their
energies were radiated far enough away that their energy depositions
were no longer correlated with their particle tracks.

Every interaction that involved a non-zero local energy deposit was
identified during the generation of each primary track. At each of these
relevant transfer points, the incident particle’s kinetic energy, initial
position, and final position were recorded, along with the total energy
deposited. The correlated secondary tracks were scored in the same
manner and thus the full track structure associated with each primary
particle was obtained.

The weighted track sampling algorithm was implemented using
sampling spheres with diameters of 2 nm, 10 nm, 30 nm, 100 nm, and
1000 nm. All tracks were sampled =M 1000 times for each sampling
radius r. The transfer point density weight w ijtp, of each sampled transfer
point i of track j was equal to the reciprocal of the number of transfer
points in its corresponding sampling sphere. After the track had been
sampled M times, the weights were applied to the corresponding

imparted energies and squared imparted energies in order to calculate
the weighted lineal energy and weighted square lineal energy of the
track:
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where = rℓ 4 /3 was the mean chord length of the sampling sphere that
was used.

In order to calculate the yD of the particle species, an associated
volume weight w jav, was calculated for each track j. This calculation was
done by first translating the transfer point positions into coordinates on
a grid composed of voxels with side length r2 /3. The list of voxel co-
ordinates was then filtered to eliminate redundant entries. Each of the
remaining voxels was set as the centre of a cube with 27 subdivisions by
padding along x, y, and z (creating a mesh). Once all cubes had been
formed, repeated coordinates were filtered out and the volume of the
remaining subdivisions was calculated. In this way, a cube with side
length r2 (i.e. the cube circumscribed by the sampling sphere) was
centred on each position and the union of the set was calculated and
used as the associated volume weight. The yD of the particle species was
calculated by first multiplying the associated volume (weight) of each
track by its weighted lineal energy yj and weighted square lineal energy
yj

2, then summing over all N tracks:
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Eq. 8 may be recognised as the weighted, discrete analogue of Eq. 5.
The choices of M and N were empirical decisions made to keep statis-
tical fluctuations of calculated yD values largely below 2% for a sam-
pling volume diameter of 1000 nm. This limit was not strictly applied to
smaller sampling volume diameters, as they produce inherently more
variable results and thus the computational cost associated with
meeting it was considered unjustified for our purposes.

This process was repeated for the secondary electrons produced by
the 250 keV X-rays.

2.6. Neutron RBE

Following Eq. 6, the neutron yD values for each energy and scoring
volume were determined by weighting the yD values of each secondary
species (yD i, ) by their relative dose contribution di. These results were
divided by the yD results for the 250 keV X-rays (yD x, ) in the corre-
sponding scoring volume to generate a value for neutron RBE according
to Eq. 1:

=
∑ d y

y
RBE i i D i

D x

,

, (9)

Calculated neutron RBE results were compared with published ra-
diation weighting factors for neutrons.

3. Results

3.1. Charged particle spectra

The initial spectra of secondary gammas and charged particles were
collected in all three scoring volumes. The spectra of the higher order
electrons and positrons stemming from the secondary gammas were
also obtained. Fig. 3 shows the secondary particle spectra for the 1 keV,
1 MeV, and 10 MeV neutron sources in all three of the scoring volumes
to illustrate trends in the data. Tritons, beryllium ions, and boron ions
were excluded from the graphs because their numbers were negligible.

Generally, with increasing depth (Fig. 3 left to right), a lower pro-
portion of protons and heavy ions were liberated relative to gammas.
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Furthermore, the spectra of these protons and ions was skewed towards
lower energies for deeper scoring volumes. A minimal depth depen-
dence across all energies was observed in the shapes of the gamma
spectra.

Increasing the incident neutron energy from 1 eV to 2 MeV resulted
in higher proportions of protons and heavy ions (Fig. 3 top row to
middle row). Further increases of incident neutron energy from 2 MeV
to 10 MeV reduced the proportion of protons and yielded larger pro-
portions of gammas and some heavy ions (Fig. 3 bottom row).

The spectra of electrons liberated by secondary gammas during ir-
radiation by 1 keV, 1 MeV, and 10 MeV neutrons in each of the scoring
volumes are shown in Fig. 4. Clear peaks occurred at energies of 1 keV
and 1 MeV. Neither neutron energy nor phantom depth had much of an
effect on the electron spectrum for neutron energies below a few MeV
(Fig. 4 top row to middle row). However, as the neutron energy was
increased to 10 MeV, the relative height of the 1 MeV peak was reduced
(Fig. 4 bottom row). The positron spectra are not shown because their
numbers were negligible.

3.2. Relative dose contributions

The relative dose contributions (di from Eq. 6) of the secondary
species were determined for the neutron energies listed above in each of
the three scoring volumes. As can be seen in Fig. 5, most of the dose was
deposited by electrons for low energy neutrons. The dominance was
especially pronounced in the innermost scoring volume, where the

electrons account for approximately all of the dose until about 100 keV
(Fig. 5(c)). For all volumes, the proton contribution eventually overtook
the electron contribution at high neutron energies, and together the two
particles were responsible for a large majority of the dose across the
entire range of neutron energies. The deeper the scoring volume, the
higher the energy of the proton-electron cross-over point and the larger
the predominance of electrons below it. At neutron energies of a few
hundred keV and above, the oxygen contribution also became relevant,
peaking at about 18% of the total dose in the outer scoring volume for
1 MeV neutrons (Fig. 5(a)). Alphas were only relevant at 5 and 10 MeV,
making up between 1% and 6% of the dose in this energy range de-
pending on the scoring volume. Like the rest of the heavy ions, carbons
were more prevalent at all energies for scoring volumes closer to the
surface. In the outer volume, carbons are responsible for about 1–2% of
the dose across the whole energy range (Fig. 5(a)), while they con-
tribute far less below 1 MeV for the other two volumes (Figs. 5(b)-(c)).

Relative dose contributions are not shown for the 250 keV X-rays as
all of the energy was deposited by electrons in each of the volumes.

3.3. Dose-mean lineal energies

3.3.1. Neutron secondaries
The yD of the secondary proton, electron, and alpha particle spectra

were calculated via the weighted track-sampling algorithm as described
in Section 2.5. Tracks were simulated for all proton and electron
spectra. Alpha particle tracks were only simulated for the spectra

Fig. 3. Secondary charged particle spectra produced in each of the three scoring volumes by three mono-energetic neutron sources. Scoring volumes are shown in
increasing depth from left to right; (left) outer, (middle) intermediate, (right) inner. Neutron energies are shown in increasing energy from top to bottom; (top) 1 keV,
(middle) 1 MeV, (bottom) 10 MeV. Spectra are normalised to the most probable particle type and energy.
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generated by 5 and 10 MeV neutron sources because their contributions
to neutron yD were considered negligible at lower neutron energies and
thus the increase in computation time was unjustified.

As a representative data set, species-specific yD values obtained
using the 1000 nm diameter sampling spheres (largest) are shown in
Fig. 6 for all three scoring volumes. In all scoring volumes, the proton
yD was larger than the electron yD at all neutron energies tested, while
the alpha yD was greater still. The electron yD was approximately con-
stant at all depths from 1 eV to 2 MeV but rose slightly as the neutron
energy increased towards 10 MeV. Proton yD was approximately con-
stant in the deeper scoring volumes (Figs. 6(b)-(c)); however, there are
a few notable features. As neutron energy increased, the yD of the
proton spectra displayed a minimum. With increasing depth, this
minimum occurred at higher energies and was less pronounced. Above
the minimum energy, the proton yD rose towards a local maximum and
a subsequent fall-off. The yD peak, occurring between 0.5 and 0.8 MeV
for all volumes, did not extend much higher than the values at low
neutron energies (if at all) but was accentuated by a sharp decrease in
yD to either side. For the alphas, the yD arising from 5 MeV neutrons was
greater than that arising from the 10 MeV neutron-generated spectrum
in all volumes.

The variation of proton yD with sampling sphere diameter is shown
in Fig. 7. In general, decreasing the sampling diameter resulted in the
minimum and peak being less pronounced and occurring at lower en-
ergies. For the inner volume, yD increased with increasing sampling
diameter for all neutron energies up to 100 nm, although the 30 nm and

100 nm results were nearly identical (Fig. 7(c)). A further increase to
1000 nm resulted in a decrease in yD. Similar trends were seen in the
shallower volumes; however, there was some cross-over due to the
sharp reduction in the depth of the minimum and slope of the post-peak
fall-off with decreasing sampling diameter.

Fig. 8 shows the variation of yD with sampling diameter for the
electron spectra in each of the scoring volumes. Decreasing the sam-
pling volume increased the magnitude without altering its shape in any
significant way. The low energy constancy and slight increase at high
energies were present in all data sets, although the rise is much less
pronounced for the 2 nm sampling volume. Changes in scoring volume
depth had no effect for any of the sampling diameters.

3.3.2. 250 keV X-rays
The yD values for the secondary electron spectra produced by the

250 keV X-rays are shown in Fig. 9 as a function of sampling sphere
diameter. As electrons were the only particles produced by the X-rays,
the yD of their spectra is equivalent to the yD of the X-rays. Increasing
the sampling diameter caused a significant reduction in the calculated
yD. There was a slight depth dependence, with more interior volumes
experiencing marginally higher yD values.

3.4. Neutron RBE

The microdosimetrically-predicted neutron RBE proxy results are
shown for each scoring volume in Fig. 10 alongside the ICRP [1] and US

Fig. 4. Spectra of electrons produced by secondary gammas in each of the three scoring volumes after irradiation by mono-energetic neutron sources. Scoring
volumes are shown in increasing depth from left to right; (left) outer, (middle) intermediate, (right) inner. Neutron energies are shown in increasing energy from top
to bottom; (top) 1 keV, (middle) 1 MeV, (bottom) 10 MeV. Spectra are normalised to the most probable electron energy.
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NRC [6] radiation weighting factors for neutron energies
∈ × −E [1 10 , 10]n

6 MeV. For all three scoring volumes, the predicted
RBE was relatively low (generally close to 1) and constant in the low
energy region (below about 50 keV). A large peak (RBE ) then forms,
reaching a maximum value near 1 MeV before falling off. With in-
creasing depth, the height of the RBE peak was decreased and shifted to
higher energies. All sampling diameters showed roughly the same trend
but with varying magnitudes. At low energies, all sampling diameters
predict a similar RBE, but the discrepancies became more pronounced
at higher neutron energies in the peak region. Here, the smaller the
sampling volume the more reduced the peak, with the 2 nm results
barely larger than those in the low energy region.

4. Discussion

For incident neutron energies between 1 eV and 10 MeV, two fea-
tures dominate the shape of the microdosimetrically-predicted RBE
proxy graph. First, it can be seen in Fig. 10 that for neutron energies in
the intermediate range and below (≲ 50 keV), the predicted RBE was
low (≲ 3) and approximately constant for virtually all sampling dia-
meters in each scoring volume. This trend arose from the predominance
of the hydrogen capture reaction ( =Q 2.225 MeV) at low energies. Al-
though capture reactions are most probable at thermal energies
(≈ 0.025 eV), thermalisation of the neutrons as they traversed the ICRU-
4 sphere resulted in a significant number of such interactions for non-
thermal initial energies, especially at larger depths. Due to the high
energy of the resulting gammas, which can be seen in the peaks near
2.225 MeV in Fig. 3, the dose they deposited exceeded the dose de-
posited during the thermalisation process. Therefore, the hydrogen

capture reaction led to the majority of the neutron dose being deposited
by nearly identical electron spectra for low neutron energies (Figs. 4
and 5). As the dose from the X-ray reference radiation was also de-
posited by electrons and the X-ray yD displayed limited depth depen-
dence, the low-energy neutron fields were microdosimetrically similar
to the X-ray fields for all scoring volumes. Furthermore, every increase
in neutron-generated electron yD with decreasing sampling diameter
(Fig. 8) was balanced by a corresponding increase in the X-ray electron
spectra yD (Fig. 9). The net result was that neutron RBE was relatively
low and independent of both neutron energy and sampling diameter for
all scoring volumes at low energies. The results were in qualitative
agreement with the ICRP and US NRC radiation weighting factors, both
of which recommend a low, constant RBE at these energies. The
agreement is strongest in the outer volume, where elastically scattered
protons result in slightly higher predicted RBE values than in the other
volumes.

The second trend in the microdosimetrically-predicted neutron RBE
proxy graph was the prominent peak centred at energies near 1 MeV
(Fig. 10). As the proton dose contribution began to dominate over the
electron contribution (Fig. 5), the significantly larger yD of the proton
spectra (see Fig. 6 for example) was reflected in an increase in predicted
neutron RBE. The peak coincided with the maximum in the proton yD
results for each sampling diameter (compare to Fig. 7). For neutrons
between 1 eV and 10 MeV, the major sources of protons are (i) elastic
scattering with hydrogen nuclei, (ii) the nitrogen capture reaction
( =Q 0.626 MeV), and (iii) various inelastic reactions with carbon, ni-
trogen, and oxygen. As the lowest inelastic threshold for the three
heavy nuclei is the 2.311 MeV level of nitrogen, the peak cannot have
arisen from inelastic reactions. Furthermore, the low abundance of

Fig. 5. Relative dose contributions as calculated by the local approximation for each secondary species produced in all three scoring volumes for a range of mono-
energetic neutron sources. Error bars are the standard deviation about the mean of 6 runs. Lines are drawn to guide the eye. (a) Outer scoring volume, (b)
intermediate scoring volume, (c) inner scoring volume.
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nitrogen capture protons ( =Q 0.626 MeV), which can be inferred from
both Fig. 3 (negligible proton peak at 0.626 MeV) and from the de-
crease in proton dose contribution with increasing depth observed in
Fig. 5 (see thermalisation discussion), leads to the conclusion that the
neutron RBE peak arose from elastically-scattered recoil protons. In
contrast to the electrons, the effect of sampling diameter on proton yD
was far less pronounced (Fig. 7). Consequently, the relative difference
between proton and electron yD increases with increasing sampling
diameter. This can be seen in Fig. 10 from the increase in RBE and the
steepness of the rise towards it for larger sampling diameters.

Strong qualitative agreement was seen with both the ICRP and the
US NRC radiation weighting factors. The ICRP recommend a sharper
and more prominent 1 MeV peak than do the US NRC and thus the
shape of the ICRP graph was better described by a larger sampling
volume. Namely, the ICRP radiation weighting factors most closely
resemble the 1000 nm sampling diameter results, while the US NRC
radiation weighting factors were best described by the 100 nm sam-
pling diameter results. The fact that the two sets of radiation weighting
factors were best described by different sampling diameters highlights
an important point about microdosimetry: due to the spatial depen-
dence of the biological consequences of radiation-induced DNA da-
mage, no single sampling volume size can predict all biological effects.
However, it should be stressed that the values presented here should be
understood only as a means of providing confidence in the trends
identified in the constituent data sets (spectra, doses, and yD’s), rather
than as a quantitative assessment of true neutron RBE. In this regard,
the results presented here are in agreement with explanations of the
energy dependence of neutron RBE [28], secondary dose contributions

[61], and are in line with conventional thinking on neutron dose de-
position (see Podgoršak [52]).

Although the major findings of this work provide further support for
the neutron RBE model detailed in Baiocco et al. [28], there are some
noticeable differences in the data that will be addressed in the following
paragraphs. General variations are expected due to the choice of MC
toolkit (PHITS vs. Geant4), as this results in the use of different cross
sections, physics models, etc. for handling neutron transport. Further-
more, distinct microdosimetric approaches were taken. While Baiocco
et al. [28] did employ MCTS to study the neutron-induced secondaries,
they did so in the context of DNA damage simulations and not as part of
their microdosimetry study. Instead, they utilised the well-established
PHITS microdosimetry function [62], which is able to calculate lineal
energy (among other microdosimetric parameters) for a large number
of particles over broad energy ranges. It does so by extrapolating from a
track structure library that combines the results of analytical approx-
imations for the core of an ion track with simulated tracks of the pre-
dicted secondary electrons generated using the TRACEL [63] MC code
[62]. Data were collected for protons, helium ions, carbon ions, and
iron ions with energies between 1 MeV/u and 100 GeV/u [62]. Dis-
crepancies are expected to be minor; however, it is clear that exact
agreement is unlikely with the approach taken in this work.

It should also be noted that in their final results, Baiocco et al. [28]
report saturation-corrected dose-mean lineal energy ∗y [35], an em-
pirical correction to yD that reduces the weight of high lineal energy
values (>100–200 keV/μm) in order to account for the so-called over-
kill effect observed in radiobiology experiments [64]. This is achieved
by way of a saturation parameter chosen according to details of the

Fig. 6. Calculated yD for the secondary proton, electron, and alpha spectra produced by a range of mono-energetic neutron sources within each scoring volume.
Values are given for a spherical sampling diameter of 1000 nm, as an example. Error bars are inter-run standard deviations about the mean of 3 runs. Lines are drawn
to guide the eye. (a) Outer scoring volume, (b) intermediate scoring volume, (c) inner scoring volume.
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biological system under study [65]. At lower lineal energy values, ∗y is
roughly equal to yD [64] and thus its use does not provide additional
benefit, especially when the choice of saturation parameter is unclear.
However, when heavy ions play an important role in the study, as they
did in Baiocco et al. [28], ∗y is often preferable. In the context of this
work, the use of ∗y was deemed unnecessary, as high LET particles did
not contribute significantly to the results over the majority of the en-
ergy range studied.

Compared to Baiocco et al. [28], this work reported a stronger depth
dependence of the proton and heavier ion dose contributions at low
neutron energies that resulted in significantly lower contributions
within the inner scoring volume. This is likely because we generated all
of the primary neutrons external to the ICRU sphere, rather than ex-
posing it to the isotropic field specified in Baiocco et al. [28]. While
such a difference in irradiation conditions would naturally be asso-
ciated with a more pronounced depth dependence due to the increased
energy moderation, further work is required to fully characterize the
effect. It was also found that the proton-electron cross-over point oc-
curred at a notably lower energy than was reported by Baiocco et al.
[28] at all three depths. The difference in irradiation conditions likely
had an influence on these results, but the fact that the discrepancy
extends to the outer scoring volume implies that there are other factors
to consider. For example, the method of dose calculation may influence
the cross-over point. The local approximation used in this work may
have led to inaccuracies, especially in the handling of high-energy
electrons. However, the combination of the negligible radiative yield of
sub-1 MeV electrons in human tissue (< 1% in ICRU four-component
soft tissue [66]) and the requirement that CPE, at least in a practical

sense, only exist across the scoring volumes rather than at each point in
the ICRU sphere, implies that the use of the local approximation should
play only a minor role in the position of the proton-electron cross-over.
Finally, it should be noted that at these energies the ratio of electron to
proton dose is heavily dependent on the cross sections and sampling
methods used by the chosen MC toolkit for the proton capture and
scattering reactions with neutrons.

A notable finding in this work was the presence of a local minimum
in proton yD (Figs. 6 and 7) between the approximately 1 MeV peak and
epithermal energies for nearly all sampling volumes. The fall-off above
and below the 1 MeV peak is expected for a spectrum of elastically-
scattered protons, while the rise at lower energies appears to provide
evidence for an increased importance of nitrogen capture protons. The
presence of the minimum, then, is simply the region where elastic
scattering gives way to nitrogen capture and the relatively high yD of
the protons produced by this reaction. This explanation is consistent
with the decrease in magnitude of the minimum as well as its shift
towards higher energies with increasing depth, both characteristic of
increased moderation. The moderation argument goes some way in
explaining the lack of this feature in the Baiocco et al. [28] results as
well, although at no point was it completely eliminated for the corre-
sponding 1000 nm sampling volume case in this work. A counter-ar-
gument is that Figs. 3(a)–(c) show that the contribution from the ni-
trogen capture reaction appears to be small, even at low energies. A
study of the dose contributions from the different proton interactions in
this energy range would be a useful next step in explaining this feature
and will be the subject of future work.

The pipeline developed in this work presents a few desirable

Fig. 7. Calculated yD values of the proton spectra generated in each scoring volume by a range of mono-energetic neutron sources for several spherical sampling
volume diameters. Error bars are inter-run standard deviations about the mean of 3 runs. Lines are drawn to guide the eye. (a) Outer scoring volume, (b) intermediate
scoring volume, (c) inner scoring volume.
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features as an MCTS tool. On the microdosimetry side, it provides a
flexible framework that can be readily adapted to incorporate advances
in MCTS cross sections and low-energy transport models. Moreover, the
extensibility of Geant4-DNA allows for the implementation of im-
provements in track sampling techniques, e.g. the associated volume
calculation presented here. With respect to the workflow, such an

approach allows for multiple MCTS analysis techniques to be readily
compared. Our group aims to use these results as a point of reference
for our current efforts in DNA damage simulations. However, explicit
track generation methods are not without their limitations. For ex-
ample, the lack of high-energy electron models in Geant4-DNA ne-
cessitated a specialised treatment of electron spectra. Treating high-
energy electrons as collections of low-energy electrons likely led to a
slight, systematic overestimation of electron yD, as electron yD generally
increases with decreasing energy [34]. Furthermore, the use of Geant4
hard electron–electron collision models in the slowing down process led
to a lower energy cut-off of 1 keV for the higher-order electrons (hence
the peaks seen in Fig. 4). The effect of this cut-off on the overall electron
yD is unclear.

A further limitation on the study of neutrons with Geant4-DNA is
the lack of available models for the low-energy transport of heavy ions.
In fact, this is an important issue within the MCTS community as a
whole and is the subject of ongoing efforts. For example, Liamsuwan
and Nikjoo [67] extended the MCTS code KURBUC [58] to include a
thorough handling of carbon ion transport into the keV/u range, while
the authors of PARTRAC [68] have recently implemented a more
general, approximate method for low-energy transport that applies to a
wider range of heavy ions [69]. Although the latter approach provides a
possible avenue for neutron studies at present [28], previous MCTS
results have shown success in ignoring the effects of heavy ions up to
incident neutron energies of 14 MeV [70]. Indeed, the results of Section
3.4 strengthen the evidence that, up to several MeV at least, considering
only protons, electrons, and alphas is sufficient for the qualitative as-
sessment of certain trends observed in neutron RBE data. However,

Fig. 8. Calculated yD values of the electron spectra generated in each scoring volume by a range of mono-energetic neutron sources for several spherical sampling
volume diameters. Error bars are inter-run standard deviations about the mean of 3 runs. Lines are drawn to guide the eye. (a) Outer scoring volume, (b) intermediate
scoring volume, (c) inner scoring volume.

Fig. 9. Calculated yD values as a function of spherical sampling volume dia-
meter for the electron spectra produced by 250 keV X-rays (and thus of the X-
rays themselves) in each of the scoring volumes. Error bars are inter-run
standard deviations about the mean of 3 runs and are contained within the data
points. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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caution must be taken in doing so, because the results of Section 3.2
indicate that particles other than protons, electrons, and alpha particles
make up well over 1% of the total dose at neutron energies as low as
1 MeV.

5. Conclusions

This work investigated the energy and depth dependence of neutron
RBE for carcinogenesis in the context of HERTX by comparing the yD of
mono-energetic neutrons incident on a tissue phantom to that of
250 keV X-rays for a number of sampling volume diameters. The results
were obtained via a simulation pipeline that combined condensed his-
tory simulations with an MCTS code featuring a weighted track-sam-
pling algorithm that operated on charged particle spectra and corrected
for biases towards smaller tracks and regions denser in transfer points.

Qualitative agreement was found with the experimentally and epi-
demiologically derived neutron weighting factors of the ICRP and US
NRC for all depths and sampling volume diameters. It was shown that
the low, flat portion of the weighting factor graphs below 100 keV re-
sulted from the high cross section and energy transfer of the hydrogen
capture reaction, while the peak near 1 MeV was primarily the result of
neutron–hydrogen direct elastic scattering. These findings are in
agreement with those of Baiocco et al. [28], providing evidence for
their ab initio explanation of neutron RBE. Decreasing the sampling
volume diameter tended to decrease the yD for each particle and had an
especially marked effect on the RBE peak. For all sampling volumes,

RBE was larger at shallower depths due to a reduced likelihood of
thermalisation and thus a higher proportion of secondary ions relative
to secondary gammas.

Neutron microdosimetry in Geant4-DNA is currently limited by the
energy range of TS models for heavy ions. This issue will require a great
deal of attention and effort in the future. However, the ability to ex-
amine biological trends by studying only protons, electrons, and alphas
shows that Geant4-DNA is already sophisticated enough for many stu-
dies. As a standalone tool, the weighted track-sampling algorithm im-
plementation may find uses in other microdosimetric applications. It
can be readily adapted for the calculation of other quantities or the
recording of full distributions. Improvement efforts should focus on an
implementation of the general solution to the calculation of the union
of an arbitrary set of spheres described by Cazals et al. [71].
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